Fabulett 1933 - a new queer one-person musical
featuring music, ideas and lives classi ed as
‘degenerate’ by the Nazis, as well as original songs.
Berlin, February 1933, the new German leadership
orders the closure of all ‘venues which promote
immorality’. But Felix, the emcee of the depraved
Fabulett, still has a story to tell. Set at the transition
from one of the most liberal societies of its time with
the world’s rst gay rights movement, where the
rst queer anthem was composed, one of the rst
gay themed movies was made, and the rst gender
a rming surgeries were performed, to one of the
biggest tragedies in human history, Fabulett 1933
deals with the fragility of achievements of a
society and the struggle of visibility.

RELEVANCE
•

Fascinating parallels between today and the 1920s, when LGBTQ+ rights were very
advanced in Germany and in particular in Berlin

•

Striking parallels between today and the 1920s not only in regards to LGBTQ+ rights, but
more broadly in the light of e orts to curtail fundamental rights and freedoms in
general

•

Fabulett 1933 uses partly music from the period: Much of the art that the Nazis considered
'degenerate' was either destroyed or is simply not publicly available anymore, but with
the help of the grandson of one of the big composers of the time (Mischa Spoliansky), we
were able to source some rare songs and translate them into English where necessary,
which makes the show unique. By adding original music, we made the storytelling
smooth.

•

Despite the subject matter, we have kept the show humorous throughout.

TARGET AUDIENCES
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LGBTQ+ community and allies
Older generations (55+) who grew up with the consequences of WWII still more present
Musical theatre and cabaret lovers
Weimar fans
People interested in theatre based on historical and political events
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THE PRODUCTION

REVIEWS
‘The narrative feels very real.’
‘At the heart of this steadily paced production are thoughts about visibility, ostensibly stemming from
Felix’s mother presenting him in childhood with a “hat of invisibility” only to be worn under certain
circumstances.’
‘A mixture of song, storytelling and stage presence combine and result in an absorbing and appealing
experience.’
!!!! London Theatre 1

‘A performer who can ll even the smallest of stages with his personality.’
‘There is a sense of doom throughout, as we all know how this story ends, but the nal scene is both
sensitively played and with a sense of hope for future generations. There is humour, too,
throughout Fabulett 1933, bringing gay rights and liberation in the 1920s to the fore.’
‘This show is funny, informative, and touching. It has the universal message of “be what you are” and
stands for the memory of every person persecuted for their audacity to be “di erent than the others”.
It is a tender and towering tribute to the massacre of gays during the Second World War.’
!!!! LouReviews

‘A quintessential piece of theatre’
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!!!! Theatre and Other Things LDN

CREATIVES
Michael Trau er (he/him) is the creator, performer, director and producer of the show. He was
born in Switzerland, where he quali ed as a lawyer, before he came to London to train in
musical theatre. He has spent several years working as a performer on land and sea before, in
2018, he started researching the music and the history of the Weimar Republic. Michael is the
writer of the show as well as the composer of all original songs.
Sarah Morrison (she/her) has been involved in the development of the show since 2018
(additional music, creation and direction). Sarah is a London based musical director (Soho
Cinders, Identical), lecturer, composer, orchestrator and vocal tutor and was the Musical
Director of the 2021 production of Fabulett 1933 at the Canal Cafe Theatre.
James Hall (he/him) is the current Musical Director of Fabulett 1933. He is a musical director
(News Revue, Blue Fire Theatre Company), conductor, composer/arranger and singing
teacher.
Lloyd Russel (he/him) is the Additional Director of the show. Lloyd is a Dutch performer (Ciske
de Rat, Pocahontas), choreographer and performing arts teacher.

SHOW DEVELOPMENT AND
FABULETT PRODUCTIONS
Michael started working on the show in early
2018, and from an early stage Sarah was
involved, co-arranging as well as advising
on compositions and aspects of storytelling.
After writing a rst, German version which
was workshopped with German audiences
in 2019, Fabulett 1933 was developed via
Michael’s company Fabulett Ltd (trading as
Fabulett Productions). Fabulett 1933
premiered at London's Canal Café Theatre
in 2021 as part of the Camden Fringe (3
shows, venue capacity: 60) .
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After another rework, Fabulett 1933 is
coming to the Edinburgh Festival Fringe,
theSpace @ Surgeons’ Hall in 2022 (22
shows, venue capacity: 50)

SPECIFICATIONS
Stage: minimum playing space 2m x 4m (we can adjust the show if necessary)
Running time: 55 minutes
Performer: 1 performer on stage
Musician: 1 pianist on stage
Technician: 1 Sound & Light technician (ideally provided by venue)
Sound:
• PA system (for performers’ voice and playback of audio clips)
• Radio Mic
• Either keyboard or piano present in theatre (on stage)
Light:
• LED fresnels front lights and ideally 3 or more LED PARs backlights
• projector (could be provided by company, including truss mount)
Set:
• 1 trunk, 1 wooden crate, 1 coat stand, 1 bentwood barstool
Access requirements: none
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LINKS AND CONTACT
Website incl. trailer

www.fabulett.com/show

Instagram:

@michaeltrau er

Twitter:

@michaeltrau er

Facebook:

@IamMichaelTrau er

Email:

michael@michaeltrau er.com

Phone

+44 (0)7537 926 966
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